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Quality assurance in hadron therapy
Hadron therapy is the new
frontier for cancer treatment due
to
the
peculiar
physical
properties of charged particles
(in particular protons and carbon
ions).
Depth -dose curve.

 High intensity radiation beams are used (109 protons·cm-2 ·s-1 );
 increasing use of dose delivery technique based on the Active
Scanning System;
 there is the necessity to synchronize the beam with the
movements of some targets (such as lungs).
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Quality assurance in hadron therapy
On-line monitoring of beam profile and beam intensity is mandatory
for accelerator operation, dose delivery and patient safety.
A new generation of detectors characterized
by high spatial resolution (<< 1 mm), high
time resolution (  ̴ ns) and linearity of
response over a wide dynamic range is
required.

Treatment simulation.

GEM (Gas Electron Multiplier) detectors
70 µm

140 µm

GEM foil.

 high detection efficiency (>98%);
 good 2D imaging capability by read-out
segmentation;
 excellent spatial resolution (~100 μm
[strip pitch/sqr(12)]);
 good time resolution (4-5 ns);
 high radiation flux resistance;
 flexibility, robustness and low costs.
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TPC –GEM (TPG) prototype
A suitable on-line beam monitor must be non-invasive
by perturbing as little as possible the beam characteristics.
Proton
beam

Planar triple-GEM detector.

TPC-GEM detector.

Low amount of material in the active volume with a TPC layout:
energy degradation and uncertainties on beam position, intensity and
stability are minimized.
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TPC –GEM (TPG) prototype
I.

A compact triple GEM time projection chamber (TPC) detector
for hadron beam monitoring already been designed, built and
tested at INFN LNF (F. Murtas et al.) within “GEMINI project”;

I.

GEM-TPC prototype for the inner
part for AMADEUS experiment @ DAφNE
(INFN LNF) collider (M. Poli Lener et al.).
GEM-based TPC prototype.

Inspired the design of a TPC-GEM device for hadron therapy.
P.R. Altieri et.al. ‘’A beam monitor based on MPGD detector for hadron therapy’’, proc.
MPGD2015
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TPC –GEM (TPG) prototype

Field cage:
- 19 metal wires (100 μm diameter,
2 mm pitch);
- two transparent sides orthogonal with respect to
the beam direction (to further reduce the beam
degradation);
- the two others sides, parallel with respect to the
beam direction, are printed circuits boards on
which the wires are soldered (radiation length is of
the order of fractions of the percent).
Amplification structure: 3 GEM foils.

Beam

TPG field cage schema.

Mylar window

There are two available
geometries for the segmented
read-out:
- 60×2 pads of 5×1 mm2;
- 30×4 pads of 3×3 mm2.
TPG.

3×3 mm2 pad read-out.

Gas: Ar/CO2.
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TPG Front End readout

8

4.6mm

Layout
4.9mm
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ASIC main features
Technology CMOS AMS 0.35m

Architecture of the ASIC

32 channels (plastic package w 84 pins)

Classic CSA + shaper + comparator structure

Power supply voltage 3.3V

Peak Detector added to store the charge information

Integrated 8 bit ADC

PD outputs multiplexed to a flash ADC input
Trigger formation: fast-OR of the comparator outputs

Digital part
READOUT: management of the sparse and serial read-out
modes
SPI: configuration interface (four 8-bit DACs and two 10-bit
DACs)
SR_OUT: data serializer for the 100Mbit/s LVDS output link
GEST_CLK_AND_RST: clock and reset management

Signal output of FEE

TPG FE & DAQ

F.E. board mounted on TPG under
test with X-ray beam generator

Fe55 spectrum

• New VME board (MOSAIC) developed for DAQ
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

VME board (only for power supply)
4 x 33 general purpose LVDS I/O
11 High speed Input+11 high speed out
4 NIM configurable I/O
dedicated LVDS CLOCK output
2 expansion slots-FMC Mezzanine
boards
7. 1 Gigabit Ethernet Interface
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Monte Carlo simulation results
Toolkits

 ANSYS

(Version 16.1)

 GARFIELD++
(Version V1r0)

 Magboltz;
 HEED (High Energy Electrodynnamics);
 ROOT

(Version 5.34/18)

 GEANT4

(Version 9.4)

 FLUKA & FLAIR

(Version 2011.2c.4 & Version 2-2.1)
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Monte Carlo simulation results
For a complete characterization and description of the detector physics
several Monte Carlo simulations were performed to study the
interaction of the beam particles with the sensitive volume.
Beam simulation parameters: 50 MeV (monoenergetic), bi-gaussian profile in the x-y plane
with σx = σy = 1 mm; 106 primaries
y
Gas mixture Ar:CO2 70/30
p
Geometrical set-up
0
z
x

40 mm

0.5 mm mylar window

TPG
sensitive
volume
10 mm
Source

100 mm Air
TPG schema.

p

50 +100 mm Ar:CO2

Interaction region - cross section view.

30 mm Air
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Monte Carlo simulation results

Proton beam interactions inside the active volume with FLUKA/FLAIR

Detector active part – cross section view.

Proton beam in the Z-Y and X-Y plane.

Proton beam vs Y, X and Z axis.

Dose (GeV/g/pr) in the Z-Y plane.

Electrons in the Z-Y and X-Y plane.

12
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Monte Carlo simulation results
Proton beam interactions inside the active volume with GEANT4
e-

y
0

Sensitive volume

z

p
Detector active part –
cross section view.

2D electrons distribution
in the Z-Y plane.

2D electrons distribution in the Z-Y plane.

Electrons distribution along X and Y axis.

Total Energy deposited = 210.726 keV +- 34.182 keV (-> ~ 0.42% Energy beam)
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Monte Carlo simulation results
The full simulation of the chamber with ANSYS and Garfield++ has also
been implemented for field map computation and charge
amplification study ->
to find the best operation conditions.

GEM

Field cage electric potential and electric field computed with ANSYS.
z
x

0
y

Charge amplification inside the TPG.

Raw signal induced on the anode.
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Experimental test results

Laboratory test performed using an X-ray tube
(Ag target, Emax = 50 keV, Imax = 200 µA)

TPG gain as a function of transfer field value (Et) for a drift field (Ed) of 0.2KV/cm.
Left Ar/CO2(80:20), right Ar/CO2(90:10).

Rate obtained for Ar/CO2 (70:30) gas
mixture as a function of transfer field.

X-ray sensitivity as a function of
transfer field (Et).
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Experimental test results

Laboratory test performed using an X-ray tube

TPG X-rays characterization. Experimental set-up.

3D and 2D counts distribution.
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Experimental test results

Laboratory test performed using an X-ray tube

Charge distribution on chip #2.

Cluster size on chip #2.

Charge distribution on chip #0.

Cluster size on chip #0.
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Experimental test results
Laboratory test performed using an X-ray tube

Occupancy on chip #2.

Occupancy on chip #0.

Occupancy on chip #2 and chip #0 – post processing and on-line acquisition.
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Current R&D activity
Electric field distortion in a TPC drift volume is a major factor limiting
the performance of the detector operating under high flux.

Ion backflow (IBF) -> space-charge in the drift region ->
uniform electric field distortion -> reduced spatial resolution.
Ions
With the aim to evaluate the impact of
space-charge on the drift field, MC
simulations and laboratory measurements
are going to start.
e-

Charge dynamics simulation (F.V. Bohmer et al., ¨
Simulation of Space-Charge Effects in an Ungated GEMbased TPC, Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A 719 (2013) 101).
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Investigation of MPGDs use for environmental
gamma-ray measurements
- Deriving from nuclear weapons tests and the nuclear power plant accidents, 137Cs
is present in almost all soils in Europe, due to its relatively long half-life of 30.2
years, and it is the main source of artificial γ-radiation;
Photopeak @ 662 keV

137

Cs decay chain and spectrum.

- As a consequence of Chernobyl accident in 1986, most European countries
extended their γ-dose rate monitoring networks for early warning;
- Moreover the Fukushima disaster in 2011 triggered the need for a series of
further improvements for radiation protection.
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Investigation of MPGDs use for environmental
gamma-ray measurements

Monitoring stations within EURDEP (European Radiological Data Excahnge Platform, screenshot
from https://remap.jrc.ec.europa.eu, 09.09.2016)

The types of detector in use for these monitoring networks are Geiger-Müller
counters, proportional counters, scintillation detectors and ionization chambers.
We are exploiting the potential use of MPGDs for environmental gamma-ray
detector characterized by higher sensitivity and efficiency, larger active volume
21
and low costs.

Investigation of MPGDs use for environmental
gamma-ray measurements
The application of GEMs for gamma-quanta detection requires:
- the introduction of appropriate converter material;
- the optimization of the Compton-electrons yield in the gas.

Detector design
e-

ɣ
ɣ source
Air

ɣ

Converter

Gamma Compton
scattering schema.

Ar /CO2 mixture

Cathode

By means of GEANT4 based simulations we are evaluating the conversion
efficiency for 662 keV gamma rays emitted from a point-like source for
different materials (single layer) and thicknesses.
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Investigation of MPGDs use for environmental
gamma-ray measurements
P
 Quartz, lead glass and soda-lime glass under investigation
as possible converter;

re
lim
in
ar

y

 Thickness range: [100, 500] μm;
 104 primary events;

Total number of electrons produced in the converter material (Compton
scattering, photoelectric effect, Coulomb scattering).
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Future developments and conclusions
A TPC GEM based detector for hadron therapy application has been designed and
realized to increase patient safety minimizing any associated risk.
A MC simulation framework has been developed to better understand the
detector behavior and to optimize the operation conditions.
The prototype is currently under test.
A performance test with a therapeutic proton beam is foreseen in the near
future.
It will be exploited the detector’s timing measurement features improving a TDC
circuit inside Front End electronics.
We are investigating further improvements to use the TPG chamber also as a dose
monitor device.
In addition to the application in medical physics, we are studying a possible use of
MPGDs for environmental physics.
MC simulations are in progress for a gamma-ray GEM based detector prototype
24
design.

Thank you for your attention!

P.R. Altieri: palma.altieri@ba.infn.it

